
posterize

You will have a more successful workshop if you
carefully follow these guidelines.
1. Print your image as large as possible on photo-quality paper. You

want to be able to see detail, shadow shapes, and features. Find
1-2 portrait references (head only), 2 or more figure references.
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2. FOR DAY 1–if you want, you can sketch or trace your head-only
image onto your watercolor paper; just make sure it is accurately
drawn. The head size should be approx. 8-9” from top of head to
chin. The w/c paper will be approximately 11 x 14".

3. It will be helpful if you can also convert your photo to a posterized
version* printed out on plain copy paper. Most photo editing
programs have a posterizing option.

*A posterized photo is broken down into 4 or 5 value steps as in the example below.
If you are not sure what this means, please contact me and I can answer any
questions you have.

NOTE: You are welcome to use one of my images. Contact me and
I will send you a link to three photos and their posterized version.
If you cannot print out a photo before the workshop, you can choose
from the stack of photos that I have the day of the workshop.

Expressive Watercolor
Portraits and Figures
photo reference guide

FOR DAY ONE
Your portrait reference should:
* be printed on 8 1/2 X 11" paper
* be shot in natural light (no flash!)
* have good light and dark patterns
* have visible shadow patterns on
    the face
* be clear and detailed

Below is an example of a good-quality
portrait reference and it's posterized
version.

FOR ALL DAYS
Your images should not:
* be taken with a bright flash that washes
    out the features
* too small to see detail
* be from a magazine or internet source
* be a photocopy. Use your printer
     instead.
* be a smiley photo showing lots of
    teeth or too posed looking

Below are examples of references that
will make you cry in the workshop:
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FOR DAY 2
Your figure reference should:
* be printed in two sizes, 5x7"
     and 8 1/2 x 11"
* be shot in natural light (no flash!)
* have good light and dark patterns
* have visible shadow patterns on
    the face and clothing
* be clear and detailed
* be printed on photo paper
* be interesting to you!!! Why do
you want to paint this image?

Below is an example of good-quality
figure references. We will discuss this

QUESTIONS?
Contact Peggi at

peggihabets@gmail.com


